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Despite uncertainty created by the corona 
virus, the Chateaugay lake Foundation was 
able to go ahead with an active hand-
harvesting program this season.  We even 
increased the number of contracted work 
weeks with the milfoil harvesting crew, from 
six weeks last year to seven weeks this year.  

Here is a wrap-up of the dive season, which 
focused on hot-spots in each part of the lake 
system.  

Boat Launch. The season kicked off as usual 
with a clean-up of the DEC boat launch area.  
Milfoil density is a small fraction of what it was 
when work started, but this 7-acre site is 
subject to re-infestation from fragments 
spread by boat traffic and must be maintained 
each year.   

Upper Narrows. The boating lane leading from 
the boat launch to the Upper Lake was last 
harvested in 2016 and regrowth had created a 
“clot” that needed to be cleared.  A week was 
spent clearing the boating lane so boaters 
could avoid chopping up the milfoil as they 
travel through.  

Sand Bar. The coves and boating lanes around 
the Sand Bar were filled with dense milfoil 
when control work began there in 2009. Since 
then, the milfoil density has been significantly 
reduced, but like the boat launch, there is re-
infestation from heavy boat traffic. This is a  

 

large 21-acre site and about a third of the site 
can be covered in a week.  It has been worked 
on a three year rotation to cover the whole 
site. This year an extra week was needed to 
maintain clear boating lanes. 

Lower Lake Inlet. This is the third season of 
hand-harvesting in the Lower Lake inlet, where 
a large 20-acre bed of dense milfoil has 
developed. The bed spans from shore to shore, 
blocking the mouth of the Narrows.  The dive 
crew has cleared a boating lane through this 
bed and next season, buoys will be placed to 
mark the cleared path.  The crew has 
continued to work westward into the densest 
part of the bed, spending about two weeks 
each year and removing large amounts of 
milfoil from areas not previously harvested. 

South Inlet of Upper Lake.  A large 100-acre 
milfoil bed of varying density spans the South 
Inlet.  Funds are being set aside to tackle this 
bed in a significant way.  In the meantime, the 
area has been marked off with hazard buoys to 
discourage boats from entering and adding to 
fragmentation.  Limited hand-harvesting began 
in 2016 along the western shoreline in the 
densest part of the bed, working south from 
Indian Point.  Though only a week each year, 
this has allowed the divers to become familiar 
with conditions and has helped with planning.  
This summer, for the second year, CLF 
volunteers mapped the entire South Inlet bed,  



so we have an up-to-date road map for 
treatment. 

 Overall this season, the divers have removed 
over 12 tons of milfoil from the targeted sites, 
clearing the boating lanes and reducing milfoil 
fragmentation and spread lake-wide.   

For details on the amounts removed from each 
site, see the tables for Treatment by Work Site 
under Milfoil Control/Results.  See also the 
composite maps for the past three years that 
provide a graphic picture of the hand-
harvesting that has occurred in each area, 
posted under Milfoil Control/Annual Surveys & 
Treatment. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Hand-harvesting haul from the Lower Lake 
Inlet, week of August 24. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 




